Closed-shell coupled-cluster theory with spin-orbit coupling.
A two-component closed-shell coupled-cluster (CC) approach using relativistic effective core potentials with spin-orbit coupling included in the post-Hartree-Fock treatment is proposed and implemented at the CC singles and doubles (CCSD) level as well as at the CCSD level augmented by a perturbative treatment of triple excitations [CCSD(T)]. The latter invokes as an additional approximation the neglect of the occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual blocks of the spin-orbit coupling matrix in order to avoid the iterative N(7) steps in the treatment of triple excitations. The computational effort of the implemented two-component CC methods is about 10-15 times that of its corresponding nonrelativistic counterpart, which needs to be compared to the by a factor of 32 higher cost for fully relativistic schemes and schemes with spin-orbit coupling included already at the Hartree-Fock self-consistent field (HF-SCF) level. This substantial computational saving is due to the use of real molecular orbitals and real two-electron integrals. Results on 5p-, 6p-, and 7p-block element compounds show that the bond lengths and harmonic frequencies obtained with the present two-component CCSD method agree well with those computed with the CCSD approach including spin-orbit coupling at the HF-SCF level even for the 7p-block element compounds. As for the CCSD(T) approach, high accuracy for 5p- and 6p-block element compounds is retained. However, the difference in bond lengths and harmonic frequencies becomes somewhat more pronounced for the 7p-block element compounds.